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Xnli becomes xn it if you lose
a round you have yet another

dollar to make up XNCi becomes XNCitl

if you win a round you
have

one less dollar you will need to

win There is an equal chance

of winning or losing each round

so xnli Yz XnCi D XNCiti



The boundary conditions are true because

if i 0 you automatically lose and

your chances of winning are 0

If i N you automatically win and

your chances of winning are 1
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We have this solution because

for any nonzero C

Yz Cci D c Citi Ci Since



N I c t and Ci In

c Given i dollars if you lose

a round you have i I dollars if

you win you have it There

is an equal chance of winning or

losing so

Enlil YzCENCI Dt Enci D H the

1 is added for the current round

that has been played

The boundary conditions are true

because if i 0 you automatically



lose and there are no expected

rounds If i N you automatically

win and there are no rounds
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We have this formula because

Yz Ci Dcc Ci D CtDCC Citi I



ice for any c and

since ENCN O C N
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XNA pxNCitD P DING D

This is the case because there is

probability p that the player will
win a round in which case the

probability of winning becomes
Xn Citi There is probability p l
that the player will lose a round
in which case the probability
of winning becomes XnCi D
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The boundary conditions remain the
same

Recurrence

Enci p Elite pDEN i 1 1

This is the case because there is

probability p that the player will
win a round in which case the



expected of rounds becomes
Enliti There is probability pl
that the player will lose a round
in which case the expected
of rounds becomes Enci D
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Explicitform
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i N i when pros

The boundaries are the same


